Hugh Kaul EcoScape Scavenger Hunt

Directions: Use the clues below to find ten points of interest at the BSC EcoScape/Hugh Kaul site. Print only the first page of written clues and stop in at the Southern Environmental Center on your way to pick up photos and bonus picture clues. Bring a drivers license to check out the pictures. On weekends or evenings, print all pages, including the pictures to take with you. Call us with any questions at (205) 226-7740. Have fun!

1. Nine planets and one comet can be found
   In a wonderful mosaic on the ground.
   You will find yourself in the right spot
   As long as you stay close to the parking lot.

2. Follow the path through the things that grow to find this garden with bottles lined all in a row.

3. This praying mantis has green eyes of steel and wings from an old automobile.

4. Far off to the right you’ll see a canoe—on the front is this rusty horseshoe.

5. Around the pavilion on your right
   Look with care to catch this site.
   Pedal fast or pedal slow
   Riding one of these is a “greener” way to go.

6. In the pavilions mosaic you will find
   A tea cup with the bottom signed.

7. You can find the mug here too
   Then look to see the ceiling painted blue,
   When wasps come in to build a nest,
   The blue looks like sky instead of a place to rest.

8. This picture is at the base of a granite rock.
   Try to push this giant block.
   If you are able to get it around,
   You’ll be proud to know you moved four thousand pounds!

9. Keep exploring up the path
   You’ll soon find this stone bird bath.

10. Don’t stop just yet
    there is still more to see
    Past this sign to June’s Garden
    is a house in a tree!